The animal cause is a global concern

Nowadays, more and more people want to protect animals around the world. Global awareness and mobilization against their huge suffering is on the increase because they too are sentient beings having dignity and inherent value.

As animal lawyers, we are convinced that Law is a useful tool to better protect animals in the world. We also think that Union is strength. The greater our number, the more we can help our animal friends. The GAL Project will first allow everyone to work together, with collaborative effort and joint thinking.

As a brand-new online platform, the GAL website invites everybody to make realistic and visionary proposals to improve the legal conditions of animals: from local to universal level, and from quick to utopian wins!

As an innovative project, GAL also proposes a list of animal law experts and a complete database of the actual legislation concerning individual animals all around the world.
Please share your idea(s) to make a better world for animals through Law on globalanimallaw.org or contact us on contact@globalanimallaw.org

We are greatly looking forward to your proposals on www.globalanimallaw.org

Thanks for supporting
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